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Abstract 

In this study, a certain zone of Libra oil field of the pre-salt region was se-
lected to be analyzed for didactic purposes in order to simulate AVO res-
ponses. The region was modeled using seismic data, setting up a typical oil 
system with source rock (shale), reservoir rock (sandstone), and seal rock 
(salt). Thus, a set of parameters such as seismic wave velocity, density and 
Poisson’s ratio for the studied zone was proposed. The AVO analysis allowed 
the classification of reflectors and the distinction of the geology for sand-
stones saturated with both water and gas. 
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1. Introduction 

The main objective of the applied seismic is to obtain data with important in-
formation regarding the geology of the region where they were obtained. The 
seismic has many advantages, especially the ability to produce high definition 
images of the geological features. Furthermore, the seismic method may cover 
much larger areas compared to direct methods such as well drilling [1]. 

In seismic imaging, seismic waves are created through controlled sources and 
propagate across the subsurface. Some of these waves return after refraction and 
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reflection on subsurface geological boundaries. Instruments distributed along 
the surface detect vibrations caused by these waves on their return and measure 
the arrival time at different distances from the source. These travel times are 
then converted into depths values, allowing subsurface geological interfaces to be 
systematically mapped [2]. 

The Libra oil field is one of the greatest discoveries in the Brazilian pre-salt. It 
is expected that in about 35 years this oil field will have produced 8 to 12 billion 
barrels of high-quality oil, API degree around 27 and very low sulfur content. 
The oil field is located 183 kilometers off the coast of Rio de Janeiro. It is in op-
eration and has reached considerable depths exceeding the borders and the dif-
ficulties of the unknown [3]. 

The AVO analysis (amplitude versus offset) determines how changes in den-
sity, velocity, lithology, porosity, fluid contained, and thickness affect seismic 
response. It is used in data interpreting as a tool to reduce the risks involved in 
hydrocarbon exploration models [4]. 

The Brazilian pre-salt region stands out as the great discovery of recent years. 
In addition to the confirmed presence of large recoverable amounts, the pre-salt 
oil is considered of good quality and good price in the oil market [5]. In order to 
contribute to the research of such an important region for Brazil, AVO analysis 
was performed in a region representing a typical pre-salt oil system. Besides the 
scientific knowledge, this analysis may indicate the potential of the AVO method 
when applied in the pre-salt region. 

Therefore, through variation of layers position, velocity of seismic waves, den-
sity and Poisson’s ratio, the AVO analysis from seismic data in Libra oil field of 
the pre-salt region was carried out with the objective of simulating simplified 
geological models of seismic sections and performing the analysis of models 
through seismograms and classification of AVO anomalies (amplitude vs. offset). 

Thus, Section 2 in this paper summarizes the theoretical basis of the reflection 
coefficients, synthetic seismograms and AVO analysis, which are necessary in-
formation to the understanding of the ensuing section. Section 3 identifies the 
data processing and demonstrates the results with figures and graphs. Section 4 
summarizes the main results and conclusions. 

2. Theoretical Foundations 

2.1. Reflection Coefficient 

According to Hafez (2017) [6], the earth subsurface comprises stratified rock 
layers that have different elastic properties. The boundaries separating the indi-
vidual layers are referred as interfaces (Figure 1). 

The wave transmission and reflection coefficients are obtained from the parti-
tion of amplitudes that occurs when an incident plane wave strikes a plane in-
terface separating two elastic, homogeneous, isotropic, and semi-infinite layers 
[7]. 

According to Yenwongfai (2011) [4], an incident P-wave striking orthogonally 
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the interface generates only other P-waves (reflected and transmitted). However, 
when the impact is not orthogonal, a pair of S waves (reflected and transmitted) 
is also generated as shown in Figure 2. 

The waves at the interface are reflected and refracted according to Snell’s Law 
(Equation (1)). 

1 1

2 2

sin
sin

v
v

θ
θ

=                           (1) 

The reflection coefficient can be defined as Shuey approximation to Zoeppritz 
equations providing the angular dependence of the reflection coefficient ( )R θ  of 
the P wave with two parameters: the intercept AVO (A) and the AVO gradient 
(B) (Equation (2)) [9]. 

 

 
Figure 1. Energy partition on interfaces. Interfaces represent contact between two differ-
ent pore fluids in same lithology or contact between two different lithologies [6]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Transmission and reflection of P-waves in a plane interface showing the con-
sequential transmitted and reflected P and S waves [8]. 
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( ) ( )2sinR A Bθ θ= +                       (2) 

In practice, the “A” is a measure of the amplitude of normal incidence, indi-
cating the normal reflection coefficient when θ = 90˚ and “B” is a measure of 
amplitude variation with offset [9]. 

2.2. Synthetic Seismograms 

From the view of seismic acquisition, seismic trace is a measure of time asso-
ciated with a source-receptor pair. The distance between the source and the re-
ceptor is referred as offset. The main parameters used to generate a synthetic 
seismogram are density and speed that provide acoustic impedance, besides the 
waveform used, which is called wavelet [4]. 

The reflectivity relates layers with contrasting acoustic impedances. Thus, the 
reflection coefficients are calculated to determine the density and velocity pro-
files. However, the reflection coefficients are a function of depth, then a conver-
sion to time is necessary. This conversion can be accomplished by choosing a 
sampling time, transforming speed profiles, which are a function of depth to 
profiles in transit time function [10]. 

Thus, the seismic traces are formed by a process called “convolution” of a se-
ries of reflection coefficients with a predefined wavelet (Equation (3)). 

( ) ( ) ( )t t tS w r=                          (3) 

In which ( )tS  is the synthetic seismic trace, ( )tw  is the wavelet and ( )tr  is 
the reflectivity. Figure 3 illustrates this process. 

2.3. AVO Analysis 

The AVO (Amplitude Versus Offset) analysis has been widely used in the oil and 
gas industry. This methodology is based on seismic amplitude response in a re-
mote receptor. In addition to direct amplitude analysis, the graphs of the reflection 
coefficients from the top and the base of the reservoir allow the AVO classification  

 

 
Figure 3. Convolutional model in the formation of seismic trace from reflection coefficients 
and wavelet [9]. 
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associated to anomalies, which may be a support tool of hydrocarbon indication 
[10]. 

According to Ahmed et al. (2017) [11], the AVO analysis has been used in 
hydrocarbon exploration due to be able to discriminate the hydrocarbon fluids 
from background geology. Conventionally, AVO analysis involves calculation of 
intercept and gradient from a linear fit of compressional wave reflection coeffi-
cient to the sine square of the incidence angle as Equation (2). 

The AVO study allows to predict the variation of the reflector amplitude as a 
function of the source-receiver distance. Often, with this study, it is possible to 
infer the type of fluid and its distribution in a certain rock, mostly considered to 
be isotropic [7]. 

The AVO modeling is an applied technique that allows the determination of 
the manner in which changes in density, velocity, lithology, porosity, fluid con-
tent, and thickness affect a seismic response [9]. 

According to Yenwongfai (2011) [4], the AVO anomalies are generally di-
vided into four classes (Figure 4) depending on the coefficients of Equation (2). 

Class I 
The class I anomaly occurs when the normal incidence reflection coefficient 

(A) is strongly positive, showing a reduced amplitude with offset and the possi-
ble change in polarity for larger offsets, e.g. mature sands highly compressed in 
onshore environments. 

Class II 
The class II occurs when the normal incidence reflection coefficient (A) is 

small. Polarity changes may occur for near or moderate offsets. Some authors 
subdivide the anomaly into type II and IIp. In type II anomaly, the coefficient  

 

 
Figure 4. AVO classes for reflection coefficient versus offset [9]. 
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(A) from Equation (2) is slightly positive, but with reverse polarity obtained be-
cause of displacement, it becomes slightly negative. In type IIp anomaly, coeffi-
cient (A) from Equation (2) is slightly negative, becoming more negative with 
the displacement e.g. sands showing median compression levels, common in 
offshore and onshore environments. 

Class III 
The class III anomaly occurs when the normal incidence reflection coefficient (A) 

is negative, becoming even more negative with the distance from source-receptor. In 
this case, there is a large reflectivity at all offsets, commonly being called bright 
spot anomaly occurring in typical marine sands. 

Class IV 
The Class IV anomaly is a subdivision of Class III. In this case, the coefficient 

at normal incidence (A) is negative, but the AVO gradient (B) has an anomalous 
behavior, being positive. This class is related to the presence of gas with inferior 
velocity compared to overlapping rock, thereby the amplitude decreases with the 
distance. Some sands of this class occur in the marine environment. 

The classes of anomaly can be quickly interpreted through the crossploting 
graph (Figure 5) of the coefficients A and B from Equation (2). 

The analysis of crossplot (A × B) is widely used to interpret AVO anomalies 
and infer the type of fluid in the pores of a rock. Since some rocks trend devia-
tions can be hydrocarbon indicators [10]. 

The analysis of the anomalies and crossplot A × B was synthesized by Castag-
na and Swan (1997) [9] shown in Table 1. 

3. Processing and Results 

In data processing, 2D seismic sections from Libra oil field were used for the 
preparation of geological models through SeisMod 1.04 software from Protolink. 
In all processing, it was used Ricker wavelet centered on the frequency 33 Hz as 
shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 5. Classification based on the reflection position in crossplot (A × B) [9]. 
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Table 1. AVO behavior for different impedance contrasts [9]. 

Class Relative impedance Quadrant A B AVO 

I Greater than overlying unity IV + − decreases 

II Similar to the overlying unit III or IV ± − increases or decreases 

III Less than overlying unity III − + increases 

IV Less than overlying unity II − + decreases 

 

 
Figure 6. Ricker wavelet (called Mexican hat) centered at 33 Hz used in seismic trace formation. 
 

We created models varying parameters such as layer positions, seismic wave 
velocity, densities, and Poisson’s ratio. The reservoir rock considered was sand-
stone, on which two models were constructed: values for saturation with water 
and values for saturation with gas. These properties were used to describe the 
previously selected region through inputs in SeisMod 1.04 software as shown in 
Figure 7. Thus, allowing one to analyze the behavior of two different scenarios. 

A reservoir region has been chosen to be tested. The tests were performed 
with rock saturated with water and then saturated with gas. 

3.1. Simulating and Analysis of the Region 

The study region has as interfaces the base of the salt and the base of the sag re-
gions, being indicated by an arrow, according to Figure 8. 

The simulated model is composed by three rock layers, chosen according to 
the geological model of the proposed region, configuring a possible “trap” with 
the source, reservoir and seal rocks of an oil system. Figure 9 highlights the re-
gion shown in Figure 8. 

3.2. Test Area—Sandstone Saturated with Water and Gas 

The region anomaly was verified by using values of sandstone filled with water 
and gas (Table 2). 
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Figure 7. Model properties in SeisMod 1.04 software. In addition to the position and number of layers, it is possi-
ble to define three quantities: Poisson’s ratio, density and velocity. 

 

 
Figure 8. Study area of the Pre-Salt region. The white arrow indicates the region used in the simulations. 

 

 
Figure 9. Geological model of the region with the salt base in red and the sag base in green. 
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Through SeisMod 1.04 software from Protolink, it was possible to obtain the 
seismogram of the region (Figure 10 and Figure 11), its reflection coefficient 
(Figure 12 and Figure 13), and the crossplot (Figure 14 and Figure 15), allow-
ing us to classify the anomalies. 

 
Table 2. Values of sandstone with water and gas. 

Water Saturated Sandstone Gas Saturated Sandstone 

Caprock: layer 0—Gypsum (speed: 2750 m/s; density: 2.35 g/cm3; 
Poisson constant: 0.22) 

Caprock: layer 0—Gypsum (speed: 2750 m/s; density: 2.35 g/cm3; 
Poisson constant: 0.22) 

Reservoir rock: layer 1: Sandstone with water (speed: 3000 m/s; 
density: 2.25 g/cm3; Poisson constant: 0.15) 

Reservoir rock: Sandstone with gas (speed: 2700 m/s; density: 2.10 
g/cm3; Poisson constant: 0.15) 

Source rock: Layer 2—shale (speed: 2500 m/s; density: 2.36 g/cm3; 
Poisson constant: 0.355) 

Source rock: Layer 2—shale (speed: 2500 m/s; density: 2.36 g/cm3; 
Poisson constant: 0.355) 

 

 
Figure 10. Seismogram of region (sandstone filled with water). The input reflector presented a positive amplitude anomaly. 

 

 
Figure 11. Seismogram of region (sandstone filled with gas). The input reflector presented a negative amplitude anomaly. 
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Figure 12. Reflection coefficient of the region based on sandstone with water. The reflec-
tion coefficient of the first layer starts positive, but it becomes negative with increasing off-
set. 

 

 
Figure 13. Reflection coefficient of the region based on sandstone with gas. The reflection 
coefficient of the first layer starts negative and becomes more negative with increasing 
offset. 
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Figure 14. Crossplot of the region based on sandstone with water. The red dot shows that 
the reflection coefficient of the first layer is positive for 0 degree of offset. 

 

 
Figure 15. Crossplot of the region based on sandstone with gas. The red dot shows that 
the reflection coefficient of the first layer is negative for 0 degree of offset. 
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Seismogram analysis of sandstone filled with water (Figure 10) revealed that 
the input reflector presented a positive amplitude anomaly, meaning that the 
acoustic impedance of the sandstone layer filled with water is greater than the 
impedance anomaly of the overlying salt layer (gypsum). On the other hand, the 
anomaly of the output reflector is negative, denoting that the acoustic imped-
ance of the shale layer is less than the acoustic impedance of the sandstone layer. 

Seismogram analysis of sandstone filled with gas (Figure 11) revealed that the 
input reflector presented negative amplitude anomaly, meaning that the acoustic 
impedance of the sandstone filled with gas is smaller than the acoustic imped-
ance of the overlying salt layer (gypsum). The output reflector anomaly re-
mained negative, denoting that the acoustic impedance of the shale layer is lower 
than the acoustic impedance of the sandstone layer. Furthermore, it was noticed 
a slight delay in the response using the gas saturated system due to a lower wave 
velocity in sandstone saturated with gas. 

The AVO analysis (Figure 12) denotes that layer 1 (red) has an anomaly clas-
sified as a Class II because the reflection coefficient of the first layer starts small 
and positive, but it becomes negative with increasing offset. According to the 
crossplot graph (Figure 14), the same anomaly can be observed. It is observed 
that layer 1 (red) is in the region of class II anomalies. 

When the sandstone parameter is changed, now saturated with gas (Figure 
13), we obtain a new type of anomaly in layer 1 (red), where analyzing the graph 
of the reflection coefficient and comparing with the characteristics of the ano-
malies, we conclude that layer 1 can now be classified as a Class III because the 
reflection coefficient of the first layer starts negative and becomes more negative 
with increasing offset. According to the new crossplot graph of the region 
(Figure 15), the same anomaly can be observed. It is observed that layer 1 (red) 
is in the region of class III anomalies. That is, lowering the acoustic impedance 
of the sandstone results in negative reflection coefficients, changing the anomaly 
from II to III with the change in saturation from water to gas. 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, a simplified geological model from Libra oil field of the pre-salt re-
gion was built in order to simulate AVO responses. The proposed geology was 
divided into seal rock, reservoir rock and source rock. Through variation of pa-
rameters such as P wave velocity, density and Poisson’s ratio, seismograms res-
ponses were constructed. 

Three types of geology were considered in the data processing and analysis 
from average values: salt layer, sandstone layer and shales. Moreover, parameter 
exchange procedures were performed in order to analyze didactically two dif-
ferent scenarios as reservoir rock saturated with water or gas. The analysis of 
seismograms helped to differentiate the gas saturated sandstone from water sa-
turated sandstone through inversion of the positive amplitude anomaly to nega-
tive due to the reduction of acoustic impedance of the sandstone when filled 
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with hydrocarbon. 
This analysis, besides teaching, can point out the potentiality of the AVO me-

thod when applied in the Pre-Salt region by simulating the typical geology of the 
area in question. 

The AVO anomaly analysis proved effectiveness in distinguishing petroleum 
systems with rocks saturated with water and rocks saturated with gas by chang-
ing anomaly from type II (positive reflection coefficients) to type III (negative 
reflection coefficients) in the input reflector. However, it should be noted that 
the AVO tool is only a support in the seismic interpretation, and it is not a direct 
indicator of hydrocarbons, since the parameters of the rocks (velocity, density 
and Poisson ratio) can vary widely for different reasons. 

For future work, the use of different rocks and configurations is recommend-
ed, so the anomalies that did not occur in the examples could be studied. In ad-
dition, it is recommended to study another region, so different rock parameters 
could be simulated. 
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